
Indtast et produktnummer.

NON EUROPEAN PRODUCTS

Each product is subject to different legislative requirements depending upon where it is placed onto the market. In 

Europe, the European parliament defines legislation in the form of directives which power tools, attachments and 

accessories must comply with before products can be marked CE compliant and placed on the European market. 

This does not apply to Laser or Pneumatic Products as these do not use direct current.

Further to this, certain products are legally required by European legislation to have a CE type approval Certificate 

issued by a qualified test organization (Notified body) before they are offered for sale. Unless the product has been 

specifically structured for the European market the certification will not be available and the product may not comply. 

Of particular concern is to ensure that all Stanley products are compliant with the relevant safety standards.

All products placed on the European market by Stanley are CE compliant. Stanley Europe is legally responsible for 

ensuring that any products it places on the European market meet all legislative requirements required to bear the 

CE mark.

It is not unknown for products sold in other markets, such as the US or Far East, to be imported into European 

countries by a user or third party. While the basic product may appear similar to those available in Europe, the design 

of that product, and/or some of its components may not be CE compliant.

In addition, Stanley provides structured support for a user by way of warranties (which includes repairs and 

servicing). These warranties are country or region (eg US/EU) specific.

In the event that a European user acquires a product from outside Europe, and requires support for that product in 

Europe, the user should contact the original point of purchase of the product. If the product was bought over the 

Internet, either the seller or importer is the person who becomes legally responsible, including having to comply with 

safety and other regulations.

If this proves unsatisfactory the user should contact the Stanley Service Department in their country, who may be 

able to offer alternative limited support in certain circumstances.

Skift din placering (http://www.2helpU.com/world/map.aspx?brandID=4&logout=1) DENMARK, EUROPE 

AUTORISERET ADGANG (/STANLEY/DK/DA-DK/USERSMANAGEMENT/LOGON)

STANLEY (/STANLEY/DK/DA-DK/HOME/WORLDWIDELINK) DK

(http://www.2helpu.com/STANLEY/DK/da-DK)



Users should be warned that if they contact Stanley directly in the country from which the tool originated, Stanley 

cannot provide support outside their country/regions for the same reasons outlined above.

STIL ET SPØGSMÅL

(/STANLEY/DK/da-DK/Faq)

SERVICE LOCATOR

(/STANLEY/DK/da-DK/AgentLocator/SearchAgentLocators)

GARANTI INFORMATION
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